CARHARTT® POLARIZED EYEWEAR BY PYRAMEX®
With a Focus on Precision, Passion and Protection, Carbondale ® and Spokane® Eyewear Models
are a Must Have for Shooters and Outdoor Enthusiasts Alike
Whether you’re an avid shooter, angler or hunter, a great pair of glare-cutting shades
can make all the difference in how you enjoy your experience outdoors. Pyramex ®
has a vision for creating the best looking and performing eyewear that both enhances
and protects your vision in the great outdoors. It’s why the company is proud to offer
its new Carhartt® polarized eyewear models Carbondale® and Spokane®, which are
both designed to be comfortable, stylish and highly functional.
Polarized lenses are recommended by ophthalmologists and optometrists alike to cut
reflected glare and improve vision and safety. When shooting, for example, being blinded
by glare can seriously hinder an ultra-precise shot. Polarized lenses work to block
horizontal rays which reduces reflections and eliminates glare. It also results in reduced
eyestrain and higher visual comfort.
Both the Carbondale and Spokane models feature highly durable and lightweight
polycarbonate lenses. See colors better with a built-in laminated filter, which works to
improve contrast and visual clarity, allowing for true perception of colors. The lenses are scratch-resistant and provide 99 percent
protection from harmful UV rays. Both models meet ANSI Z87.1+ and Canadian (CSA
Z94.3) safety standards. This means your eyes are well protected even under the most
extreme situations.
The Spokane glasses have a unique half-frame ideal for active lifestyles. Featuring a
streamlined design, the uber-strong frame and lens both made of polycarbonate, a material
250 times stronger than glass. A flexible rubber nosepiece and co-injected temples offer allday comfort. Choose from three styles of Spokane polarized glasses: Sandstone Bronze
Lens with a Black and Tan Frame; Gray Lens with a Black and Tan Frame; or Blue Mirror
Lens with a Black and Tan Frame.
With a sleek and ergonomically sensitive full-frame design, the Carbondale glasses are as good-looking as they are functional.
Constructed of a hard-wearing nylon frame and polycarbonate lens, the eyewear has a flexible rubber nosepiece and co-injected
temples which offer the maximum amount of comfort. Polarized Carbondale glasses are available in three styles: Sandstone
Bronze Lens with a Black and Tan Frame; Gray Lens with a Tan Frame; or Gold Mirror Lens with a Black and Tan Frame.
Pyramex Safety delivers high quality safety products through its innovative and stylish product lines. The company designs and
manufactures a variety of personal protective equipment from eye, head, hand, welding, cooling and hearing protection to Hi-Vis
work wear, respirators and ergonomic gear. Founded in 1991, the company has more than 2,000 distributors in over 60 countries
and is committed to investing countless hours to research, design and testing to ensure Pyramex products meet the highest
industry safety standards. To learn more about Pyramex Safety, go to www.pyramexsafety.com.
Connect with Pyramex on social media:
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